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The Automotive Technician (TaT)The Automotive Technician (TaT)
was established in 2007 by a group of far-
sighted technicians who realised that for the 
aftermarket to prosper it would be essential 
for technicians to share their knowledge, 
information and experience.

TaT has established a new and highly respected 
standard in sharing automotive-service 
technical tips, in-depth knowledge and highly 
regarded expertise through its bi-monthly 
magazine, website, Facebook page and 
YouTube channel. 

The TaT tech team’s passion spills over in the 
TaT bi-monthly magazine and sustains industry 
recognition as the leading automotive-service 
support ‘go-to’, which TaT members and readers 
alike readily recognise.

TaT members, TaT magazine readers, its 
Facebook page followers and YouTube channel 
audience demonstrate over and over that they 
are auto technicians at the top of their game 
keen to embrace proven and recommended 
product improvements and cutting-edge 
technology.

2020 TaT magazine readership survey results2020 TaT magazine readership survey results
59%

 
read every 
issue from 

cover to 
cover.

67% 
inspired to 

inquire about or 
buy advertised 

products.

69%
 

of magazines 
are read 
by 2 to 7 
people.

86%
 

retain the 
magazine 
for future 
reference.

87%
 

rate TaT the
number-one 

automotive magazine 
they receive.

TaT StatisticsTaT Statistics
TaT magazine 
circulation of

10,000
per bi-monthly 

issue.

The TaT website 
registers more than 

75,000
page views per month, 

with average session times 
exceeding 4 minutes. 

Over 9,600 Facebook 
followers viewing over 

17,000 
minutes of TaT 

content.

Over 6,000 YouTube 
subscribers viewing over

80,000 
minutes of TaT video 
content per month.



Issue No. Tech Editorial Booking Ad Material Release Date

TaT TechnologyTaT Technology  SpotlightsSpotlights

TaT 2022 - 2023TaT 2022 - 2023  DeadlinesDeadlines

87 Jun 2022  29 Apr 2022  13 May 2022  20 May 2022  17 Jun 2022 

88 Aug 2022 17 Jun 2022 01 Jul 2022 08 Jul 2022 05 Aug 2022 

89 Sep 2022 05 Aug 2022 19 Aug 2022 26 Aug 2022 23 Sep 2022 

90 Nov 2022 23 Sep 2022 07 Oct 2022 14 Oct 2022 11 Nov 2022

91 Mar 2023 03 Feb 2023 10 Feb 2023 17 Feb 2023 10 Mar 2023 

92 May 2023 10 Mar 2023 24 Mar 2023 31 Mar 2023 28 Apr 2023 

93 Jun 2023 28 Apr 2023 12 May 2023 19 May 2023 16 Jun 2023 

TaT Advertising TaT Advertising RatesRates
Ad Size Casual rate 3 Issues 6 Issues

 Full page $2,540 $2,370 $2,200

 Half page $1,555 $1,410 $1,260

 Quarter page $945 $870 $790
All rates exclude GST*
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Issue 88 – August 2022 
  Brake and Clutch 
  Cooling Systems 
  Electronics
  4x4 Focus 

Issue 89 – September 2022 
  Diagnostic Equipment 
  Driveline and Transmission 
  Emissions Management and 

Exhaust 
  Service Parts 
  4x4 Focus 

Issue 90 – November 2022 
  Air Conditioning 
  Batteries 
  HVAC
  Servicing 

Issue 91 – March 2023 
  Chemicals and Additives 
  Diesel Servicing
  Lighting and Electrical
  Turbo Charging and 

Intercoolers 
  4x4 Focus 

Issue 92 – May 2023 
  AAAA Autocare Bonus 

Circulation 
  Service Tools and Equipment 
  Workshop Management 
  4x4 Focus 

Issue 93 – June 2023 
  Fuel Injection and Engine 

Management 
  Oils and Lubrication 
  Steering and Suspension 
  4x4 Focus 



TaT AdvertisingTaT Advertising  SpecsSpecs

TaT Advertisement TaT Advertisement PolicyPolicy

TaT Advertising TaT Advertising Editorial SupportEditorial Support
Conditions for Technical 
Editorial inclusion

 Minimum advertisement 
booking size ½ page colour 
advertisement.

 Minimum 2 issues 
advertisement program.

 Technical Editorial inclusion 
will be available for a 
minimum of 1 issue and a 
maximum of 3 issues per 12 
months, dependent on the 
associated advertisement 
program.

Technical Editorial 
submission standard

 Technical Editorial 
submissions must be of a 
technical nature related to the 
automotive and 4x4 service 
industry.

Technical Editorial 
submission deadline

 Technical Editorial 
submissions must be supplied 
by the nominated issue 
Technical Editorial submission 
deadline otherwise it will not 
be accepted.

 No rain cheques – If any 
Technical Editorial submission 
is not received by the related 
issue Technical Editorial 
submission deadline, this 
editorial allocation will be 
forfeited and cannot be 
carried over to a future issue.

Technical Editorial 
submission format

Technical Editorial submissions 
must be supplied in the 
designated format of:

 Delivered by email.

 Text supplied including 
contact detail – as a Word 
document.

 Product pictures (300dpi jpeg 
format preferred).

Technical Editorial 
submission word count limit

 ½ page Technical Editorial 
word limit 300-350 words.

 Full page Technical Editorial 
word limit 600-700 words.

 Technical Editorial 
submissions exceeding the 
nominated word count will 
not be accepted.

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS:IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS:
 Press-quality PDF file – images 
must be minimum 300dpi

 All fonts must be embedded or 
converted to outlines

 All spot colours must be 
converted to CMYK

MATERIAL THAT DOES NOT MATERIAL THAT DOES NOT 
CONFORM WILL BE REJECTED*CONFORM WILL BE REJECTED*

*Charges may apply

Double Page Spread
Trim size: 420 x 297mm
Bleed size: 426 x 303mm
Type area: 400 x 277mm

Full Page
Trim size: 210 x 297mm
Bleed size: 216 x 303mm
Type area: 190 x 277mm

Half Page (no bleed, or trim marks)

Vertical: 277 x 93mm
Horizontal: 190 x 137mm

Qtr Page* (no bleed, or trim marks)

Vertical: 45 x 277mm
Horizontal: 190 x 67mm
Corner: 92 x 137mm

*Carries 10% loading.

For all advertising enquiries contact Janene Champion 03 5862 3090
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The publisher retains the right to refuse 
advertisement bookings and advertising material 
if it is contrary to the TaT publishing philosophy 
of providing unbiased automotive service 
technical support to subscribers and readers of 
the magazine.

To ensure a clear distinction from TaT generated 
or approved editorial and supplier advertorial 
presented in purchased advertising space, the 
publisher retains the right to insist the word 
ADVERTISMENT is present on advertising 
material where deemed appropriate.



TaT Product and Equipment video reviewTaT Product and Equipment video review
The TaT tech team is no stranger to social media 
and regularly films, edits and posts reviews on 
automotive products and equipment that meets 
TaT’s high standards.

Because the TaT tech team is actively in the trade 
– all members run their own automotive-service 
businesses and operate successful workshops – it 
talks the industry talk and is highly regarded by 
others in the trade.

These succinct 3-5 minute product and service-
equipment demonstrations talk to the technicians 
featuring the aspects of operation and/or 
application unique to the mechanical trade’s needs. 

For this reason, TaT Product and Equipment video 
reviews gain industry traction and mostly result 
in industry recognition of the product or service 
equipment’s worthiness. 

Inclusion:Inclusion:

 3-5-minute video filmed in a hands-on workshop 
environment. 

  Video posted on the TaT Facebook page and 
YouTube channel with linking back to the supplier. 

  Video included in one issue of the TaT e-newsletter. 

  Full-page written review published in the TaT 
magazine. 

  Suppliers are given a copy of the video and written 
review for their own distribution and use. 

  Strictly limited to 12 per year. 

Package rates:Package rates:

TaT magazine advertising level: Rate: (ex GST)

No TaT magazine advertising ............................ $6,000.00

2-3 TaT 1/2-page advertisement bookings .. $5,000.00

4-6 TaT 1/2-page advertisement bookings .. $4,500.00

2-3 TaT full page advertisement bookings ... $4,000.00

4-6 TaT full page advertisement bookings ... $3,500.00
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W e’ve been recommending that technicians and workshops perform more non-intrusive 
or non-invasive diagnostics for a few 
years now. Some have taken on this 
advice but others still don’t understand 
the benefits.
What are non-invasive diagnostics? It’s 
when you invest in a greater level of 
analysis, testing and diagnostic work 
before taking anything off a vehicle or 
pulling it apart.
All technicians need to think more like a 
doctor and stop pulling things apart based 
on a gut feeling. MAHA’s Safety Test Lane 
is a piece of equipment that fits right into 
this concept. 
Test lanes such as this have been around 
a while but are increasingly becoming 
a much-needed piece of technical 
equipment for workshops seeking a point 
of difference. In Germany, where MAHA 
equipment is developed and made, test 
lanes are common, as they are all across 
Europe.
The main difference between the MAHA 
Safety Test Lane and others on the market 
is its brake-testing component, which 
includes a roller brake tester. Roller brake 
testers are more consistent and accurate 
than other types of brake testers, which 
is why most state and federal testing 
sites have them. Indeed, the only obvious 
downside of a roller brake tester is the 
design’s increased trip hazard but I 
believe its consistence and accuracy more 
than balance this negative.The Safety Test Lane reviewed here is 

located at Anthony Costello Automotive in 
Canberra (pic 1, 2 and 3). To minimise the 
trip hazard, Anthony has put the machine in a separate work bay, well away from high-traffic areas.

Anthony and his staff say they are very happy with it and have found it to be very reliable. They all say they have been surprised how many vehicles show safety issues after running over the machine.
The MAHA Safety Test Lane is a modular system, meaning different 

components can be added at any 
time or sections can be updated when 
required.
Anthony’s machine (pic 4) is made up 
of a drag/slip tester (1), suspension 
and weight tester (2) and roller brake 
tester (3). A extensive range of additional 
components is available, including a 
headlight tester, pedal-force meter tester 
and emissions tester.The MAHA Safety Test Lane has been 

proven around the world to deliver highly 
accurate, repeatable results with annual 
calibration, while being extremely durable 
and allowing a high throughput. 

Other features include:• Wheel-alignment track test.• Automatic shock-absorber test through 
a complete range of shock absorbers.• Wheel-drag test (i.e. faulty bearings or 

friction from brakes).• Warped rotor and oval-drum test.• Brake-force test with imbalance and 
gross vehicle weight or mass (GVM).• Optional number-plate recognition.• Optional suspension-knock detection 

module.
• Picture of vehicle supplied on report via 
webcam.

• Numerical government printout or more 
customer-friendly, graphics-based 
printout.

The MAHA Safety Test Lane allows 
technicians to quickly and accurately 
determine the on-road condition of a 
customer’s vehicle centered on the 
brakes, shock absorbers and tracks. 
With every workshop looking to decrease 
diagnostic time while increasing profitability, having a test lane to get that 

quick, accurate report can help to achieve 
this.
It takes just a few minutes to gain a 
complete report and the report is quite 
detailed, featuring results from the side-
slip test for both front and rear axles, the 
front and rear shock-absorber tests and 
the front and rear brake tests. The shock-
absorber and brake tests also include a 
comparison of the left and right sides of the vehicle (pic 5, 6 and 7). The reports are printed on plain paper 

instead of pre-printed stock, which 
is not only convenient but delivers 
a cost saving.
The MAHA Safety Test Lane has been in production for many years, making it a tried and tested 

piece of equipment. Certainly its construction appears to be strong 
and durable.
Most workshops with a test lane, 
regardless of the brand, charge a 
small fee for every vehicle tested, 
as well as a diagnostic fee for all diagnostic work. In most cases, they cover the weekly cost of the equipment, making it a great investment. If your workshop is looking to embrace 

non-invasive diagnostics, you should 
consider installing this machine. 

For more information call MAHA on 
1800 006 242 or go to maha.com.auTo see the MAHA Safety Test Lane in

action, visit the TaT YouTube channel at
www.youtube.com/c/theautomotivetechnician

EUROSYSTEM 

V 7.50.114

Name/Co.:
Street:
Zip code, city:

Telephone:

Test date: 
Test time: 
Loading status

License pl. no.:

Mileage:
Init.reg.:
Vehicle manuf.:

Vehicle type:

Veh. chassis no.:

Number of axles:

Truck

Truck

Vollmar

 

18.07.2018
 9:52

OA MH 111

  .  .    

 

4

Test results

Limits
Results

side-slip test Front axle

  5  m/km

Rear axle

  3  m/km

<= 7  ok  

7 - 12 limit

over 12 def.

FA test ok

RA test ok

Shock absorber test
Front axle

Left: 0,26

Right: 0,22

Difference: 15 %

Weight:  486 kg

FA test ok

Rear axle

Left: 0,27

Right: 0,21

Difference: 22 %

Weight:  532 kg

Total: 1018 kg

RA test ok

>=  0,13 ok

<=  0,10 defective

Diff. <=  29 % ok

Diff. > 40 % defective

Inspector:   Thalheimer

Signature: ..................
........

- 1 -

EUROSYSTEM 
V 7.50.129

Pedders Suspension39 Wern RdMoorabbin VIC 3189
Name/Co.:Street:

Zip code, city:Telephone:Test date: Test time: 
License pl. no.:Mileage:

Init.reg.:Manufacturer:Model:
VIN:

Car

Car
 

12/02/202016:14
1RG5GC

  /  /    
SUBARU
 Shockabsorber test

Front axle

Graphic of front axle left / right
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Measured valuesFront axle Left
Right Limit value: Imbalance Limit value: Weight

Damping rate %
 96 %

 96 % >= 32 % normal<= 20 % defective
 0 % <= 29 % normal> 40 % defective

  844 kg

Results
FA Le normal FA Ri normal

FA diff. normal

Rear axle

Graphic of rear axle left / right

t[s]

[mm]
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Measured valuesRear axle Left
Right Limit value: Imbalance Limit value: Weight

Damping rate %
 90 %

 92 % >= 32 % normal<= 20 % defective
 2 %

  662 kg

Results
RA Le normal RA Ri normal

RA diff. normal

Machine Sl. No. 427060-003            Next Calibration Due: 27.11.2021

Inspector:   

Signature: ..........................
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MAHA Safety Test Lane
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Jeff Smit

INTRODUCING 

BRAKE PADS
BRAKE PADS

PERFECT FOR USE WITH  

ROTORS

               Features:
OE-style post-cured process for optimal 
braking performance over the pad lifeCeramic formulation and copper-free  

(NSFI certified) for low dust emission & 
clean wheels

High-friction stripe for easy bedding-inApplication-specific NVH shims, slots & 
chamfers for less vibration & noise

FROM THE #1 TRUSTED ROTOR BRAND
OVER 95% VEHICLE COVERAGE

OE REPLACEMENT FOR EVERYDAY USE

STREET SERIES

FOR MORE INFO & WHERE TO BUY VISIT DBA.COM.AU

xds

 TaT’s technical and educational standards 
TaT has built its credibility by ensuring all published content has 
a high technical and educational focus. 

To ensure maximum engagement with our members and 
followers, these high standards will also be applied to all videos 
and written reviews. 

All booking enquiries will need to be reviewed by the TaT 
technical team before the booking is confirmed. 

When determining what meets TaT’s technical and educational 
standards, TaT will consider: 

  Will the product, service or topic educate technicians? 

  Will technicians engage with the product, service or topic? 

  Is the product, service or topic new to the market? 

  Would TaT use the product or service in its own workshops?
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